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TDAA Judges Clinic Business Model 
 

This document defines the business model for the TDAA Judges Clinic.  

Pricing and Dependencies 

The TDAA is working to establish uniform pricing for participation in the TDAA Judges 

Clinic regardless of where that Clinic is hosted. Pricing will be different for 

new/prospective judges and judges that are recertifying:  

 $250 New/Prospective judges 

 $175 Recertifying judges 

 $50 Auditors 

The TDAA will require a minimum of $1,000 in fees based on this schedule to commit to 

the conduct of a judges clinic. These commitments will have to be made no less than six 

weeks from the scheduled date of the Clinic.  

Benefits 

The TDAA Judges Clinic has a unique format. Participants will spend two days in 

classroom studying TDAA rules, judges’ guidelines, and course design; and then two 

days in practical application judging an actual TDAA trial.  

Benefits to the Host Club 

 The TDAA Judges Clinic strengthens the local judges corps, recertifying existing 

judges and bringing in new judges. The availability of local judges helps keeps 

down the cost of hiring a judge.  

 The TDAA Judges Clinic minimizes travel expenses for prospective and 

recertifying judges.  

 The TDAA Judges Clinic saves the Host Club from paying a dogs-judged fee and 

specific judges expenses (air fare/mileage and meals).  

 

Benefits to the TDAA 

 The TDAA Judges Clinic gives the TDAA a regional partner for making available 

facilities and dogs to be judged for the conduct of the Clinic.  

 The TDAA Judges Clinic strengthens the judging corps in important geographic 

regions.  

 The TDAA Judges Clinic enhances the quality of judging skills for participants.  

 

Teacup Dogs Agility Association 

14543 State Route 676 

Waterford, OH 45786 
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Responsibilities 

Both the Host Club and the TDAA have specific responsibilities in preparing for and 

conducting the Judges Clinics.  

Responsibilities of the Host club 

 Make available classroom facilities for Thursday and Friday training of judges 

(tables, chairs, electric); and ideally, access to equipment at the weekend trial site.  

 Make available morning coffee and luncheon to Clinic participants; four days.  

 Apply for a weekend trial at least 90 days prior to the event.  

 Publish trial premium at least 60 days prior to the event.  

 Conduct reasonable marketing for the weekend agility trial.  

 Assume the cost of the presenters lodging (four or five days).  

 Pay TDAA recording fees at an undiscounted rate ($2.00/run).  

Responsibilities of TDAA 

 Conduct registration tasks for the Clinic 

 Provide homework and study materials to Clinic participants 

 Deliver judges on-site training and testing.  

 Assume the cost of the presenters travel (air fare / driving mileage); and make all 

arrangements for travel and accommodations.  

 Conduct reasonable marketing for the TDAA Judges Clinic.  

Discussion 

The TDAA Judges Clinic is a four-day format. The first two days are spent in a classroom 

setting and will focus on (among other things) the review of rules for performance, and 

course design. The second two days are spent in practical application as the judges-in-

training assume judging duties for the local TDAA trial. Typically the prospective judges 

will also get practical experience scribing and keeping time. These judges are also 

encouraged to run their own dogs in the trial.  
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